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Abstract Climate change is expected to influence the capacities of the land and oceans to
act as repositories for anthropogenic CO2, and hence provide a feedback to climate
change. A series of experiments with the NCAR-CSM1 coupled carbon-climate model
shows that carbon sink strengths are inversely related to the rate of fossil fuel emissions,
so that carbon storage capacities of the land and oceans decrease and climate warming
accelerates with faster CO2 emissions. Furthermore, there is a positive feedback between
the carbon and climate systems, so that climate warming acts to increase the airborne
fraction of anthropogenic CO2 and amplify the climate change itself. Globally, the
amplification is small at the end of the 21st century in this model because of its low
transient climate response, and the near-cancellation between large regional changes in
the hydrologic and ecosystem responses. Analysis of our results in the context of
comparable models suggests that destabilization of the tropical land sink is qualitatively
robust, though its degree is uncertain.
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The degree of climate warming is determined by the radiative forcing and feedback
processes in the climate system. Given a fossil fuel CO2 emission, the level of CO2 in the
atmosphere, and hence the radiative forcing, is dependent on the efficiencies of the land
and oceans in absorbing the excess CO2. These efficiencies themselves change with
climate and with atmospheric CO2 levels, so that the carbon cycle represents a critical
feedback mechanism in the climate system. The first 19th to 21st century experiments of
the response of two coupled carbon-climate models to similar fossil fuel emission
scenarios show that their atmospheric CO2 level, and hence climate warming, differ
dramatically by almost 200 ppmv and 2 K by 2100 (1, 2). The differences arise not only
because of the different climate sensitivities of the models, but also because of the
differences in land and ocean uptake characteristics and hence feedbacks between the
carbon and climate systems (3).
Here we present and analyze a suite of transient experiments (1820-2100) from a
new, coupled global carbon-climate model (4) developed in the framework of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate System Model
(CCSM) (5). We focus primarily on the global carbon-climate feedbacks and the
biogeochemical mechanisms that amplify or diminish physical climate change. More
detailed discussion on the simulated responses of the terrestrial and oceanic carbon cycles
and their sensitivity to climate and CO2 fertilization will be presented separately.
Carbon-Climate Model and Experiments
The physical climate core of the coupled carbon-climate model is a modified version of
NCAR CSM1.4, which consists of atmosphere, land, ocean and ice components that are
coupled via a flux coupler (6, 7). Into CSM1.4 are embedded a modified version of the
terrestrial biogeochemistry model CASA, termed CASA’ (8) and a modified version of
the OCMIP-2 oceanic biogeochemistry model (9, 10). The coupled carbon-climate model
is summarized in Supporting Information and described in detail in (4).
CASA’ follows the life cycles of plant functional types from carbon assimilation via
photosynthesis, to mortality and decomposition, and the return of CO2 to the atmosphere
via microbial respiration. There are three live vegetation pools and nine soil pools, and
the rates of carbon transfer among them are climate sensitive (11, 12). The carbon cycle
is coupled to the water cycle via transpiration, and to the energy cycle via dynamic leaf
phenology (and hence albedo). A terrestrial CO2 fertilization effect is possible in the
model because carbon assimilation via the Rubisco enzyme is limited by internal leaf
CO2 concentrations; net primary productivity (NPP) thus increases with external
atmospheric CO2 concentrations, eventually saturating at high CO2 levels.
The ocean biogeochemical model includes in simplified form the main processes for
the solubility carbon pump, organic and inorganic biological carbon pumps, and air-sea
CO2 flux. New/export production is computed prognostically as a function of light,
temperature, phosphate and iron concentrations. A fully dynamic iron cycle also has been
added including atmospheric dust deposition/iron dissolution, biological uptake, vertical
particle transport, and scavenging.
Control experiments of CSM1 (without an interactive carbon cycle and with
atmospheric CO2 fixed at 280 ppmv) display stable surface temperatures and minimal
deep ocean drift without requiring surface heat or freshwater flux adjustments. In
benchmark studies, the transient climate response (TCR), i.e. temperature increase at the
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time of doubling of CO2 when climate models are forced by a 1% y-1 increase in CO2, is
1.4K for the NCAR CSM1 (13).
In the fully-coupled carbon-climate model, atmospheric CO2 is a prognostic variable
and is predicted as the residual after carbon exchanges with the land and ocean. A suite
of transient experiments (1820-2100) has been conducted with the resulting coupled
climate-carbon cycle model, CSM 1.4-carbon (Table 1). The experiments branch off at
year 100 from a stable, 1000 year pre-industrial control carbon-climate experiment
(global mean annual surface temperature 13.8±0.1 deg. C; atmospheric CO2 283±1.2
ppmv) (4). The experiments are forced by specifications of fossil fuel CO2 emission, with
historical emission trajectory for the 19th and 20th centuries (14-16) and two fossil fuel
emission scenarios for 21st century: SRES-A1B, the “balanced energy sources” scenario;
and SRES-A2, the “business-as-usual” scenario (17, 18). These scenarios represent high
and low estimates of emissions. No other greenhouse gases or perturbations to the
radiative forcing are included. For the SRES A2 emission scenario, we have carried out a
pair of experiments bounding CO2 fertilization of terrestrial photosynthesis: the
biogeochemical CO2 is set to be either the evolving CO2 concentration in the lowest 60
mb of the atmosphere, or 280 ppmv. The global distribution of plant functional types
remains time-invariant throughout all the experiments. Carbon sources associated with
anthropogenic land use modification are not included in these experiments. As the other
radiative forcing nearly cancel in the 19th and 20th centuries (19), the climate simulation
should be broadly comparable to that observed in the globally averaged sense. However,
over the 19th and 20th centuries, land-use modification accounts for approximately 35% of
the cumulative anthropogenic source of atmospheric CO2. Thus the modeled atmospheric
CO2 concentrations cannot be directly compared with that observed for a particular year.
Results
We focus our analysis on the changing carbon cycle, as the climate response to a
changing CO2 abundance in the atmosphere follows principally from the climate
sensitivity of the physical climate model. We shall use the notation ∆χ to denote a
temporal change of χ in an experiment, and the notation δ to denote the departure of χ in
an experiment with carbon-climate coupling from that without (ROL minus OL, or RO
minus O in the notation defined in Table 1). In experiments without carbon-climate
coupling, the radiative-active CO2 is specified to be 283 ppmv, that of the control run,
and the increasing CO2 concentration forces changes in the land and ocean carbon cycles.
There are small temperature changes in the experiments without radiative CO2 carbonclimate coupling relative to the control, because of differences in albedo and
evapotranspiration due to vegetative processes responding to elevated atmospheric CO2.
Global Budgets The cumulative emission of fossil fuel CO2 is 276 PgC for the 19th and
20th centuries, and 1380 and 1732 PgC for the 21st century for emission scenario SRESA1B and SRES-A2, respectively. ∆CO2 at the end of the three centuries would be 825
and 993 ppmv, for A1B and A2 scenarios respectively, if all the CO2 remained airborne.
The globally averaged changes in surface air temperature (Tair) and carbon budgets for
the historical and 21th century experiments are summarized in Table 2.
The historical experiments for fossil fuel CO2 emission show a reasonable simulation
of the carbon budget, with globally averaged column CO2 increasing from 282 ppmv in
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1820 to ~345 ppmv with CO2 fertilization on land (H_ROL). The simulated CO2 is lower
than that observed for 2000AD as the experiments did not include land use modification,
whose cumulative emission is approximately half that of fossil fuel emission over this
period. Globally averaged surface air temperature (∆Tair) increases by 0.3-0.4K in
H_ROL, which is barely significant statistically (one standard deviation is 0.1K in the
control experiment Ctl_ROL). As can be expected from studies of the contemporary
carbon cycle, the climate change over the 19th and 20th century is too small to
significantly impact the carbon cycle, so that the partitioning of carbon among the
atmosphere, land and ocean reservoirs is approximately the same with and without
carbon-climate coupling, with the airborne fraction hovering around 50% with a CO2
fertilization sink on land.
In experiments H_RO and H_O, there is no land sink for fossil fuel CO2. Both the
oceans and the atmosphere increase their fossil fuel fractions, and ∆Tair increases
accordingly. The airborne fraction of 70% without a land sink is higher than is observed
for this period.
Figure 1 shows the evolution, versus global mean atmospheric CO2 concentration, of
fland and focn,, the cumulative land and ocean carbon sinks expressed as fractions of the
cumulative emission for the three pairs of experiments: A1B_ROL and A1B_OL;
A2_ROL and A2_RO; and A2_RO and A2_O. Fossil fuel emission in SRES scenario
A1B increases until 2050AD and decreases thereafter, while that in A2 increases
exponentially over the period. With increasing rates of emission in A2, carbon
sequestration processes on land and in the ocean cannot keep up with the emissions, as
they have longer time constants than the emission. Furthermore, the capacities of the
sinks diminish with increasing CO2, so that both fland and focn decrease with increasing
CO2 in the atmosphere. The A1B emission rate is slower in comparison, so that the
mixing of excess of carbon into the deep ocean can maintain a surface ocean CO2 partial
pressure (pCO2) increase that is slower than that in the atmosphere, and focn steadily
increases.
Table 2 shows the bulk sink fractions for the experiments for the historical period and
for the 21st century. With the land sink operating, fland is ~30% in the historical
experiments for the 19th and 20th centuries, and ~28% in the A1B experiments and ~25%
in the A2 experiments for 21st century, showing that the land sink cannot catch up with
the fossil fuel emissions, even in this hypothetical case with no nutrient and other
limitations on CO2 fertilization. In the A1B experiments, the oceans partially make up
for the reduced land uptake, so that the airborne fractions (=1 – fland – focn) are similar to
those in the historical experiments (46-48%). In the A2 experiments with or without
carbon-climate coupling, the oceans actually decrease, albeit by only ~1%, their uptake
fraction in the 21st century compared to the historical period: the higher rate of CO2
increase in the atmosphere is not matched by the rate of excess CO2 removal out of the
mixed layer. As a result of the reduced land and ocean uptake fractions, the airborne
fraction in the 21st century (52-54%) is higher with the higher fossil fuel emission than
that in the 19th and 20th centuries (46-48%). In experiments without the land sink
(A2_RO and A2_O), focn is higher than that in experiments with the land sink (A2_ROL
and A2_O) because of the higher CO2 in the atmosphere.
Contrary to results from similar coupled carbon-climate experiments (1, 2, 20-22),
this model yields only a very small difference in global carbon budgets (δCO2 ~15-20
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ppmv) whether carbon-climate coupling is included or not. Both fland and focn are
reduced with carbon-climate coupling, though δfland and δfocn are small ~ –1-2%. The
causes for relatively constant partitioning of anthropogenic CO2 with and without carbonclimate coupling are investigated in detail below.
Ocean Carbon Sink Greenhouse warming influences the oceanic carbon cycle indirectly
through changes in ocean circulation and air-sea exchange of CO2. The magnitude of the
ocean carbon sink is dependent on several competing effects on the CO2 partial pressure
difference across the air-sea interface. Warming reduces solubility and increases pCO2
in the mixed layer. Warming (and freshening) increase ocean stratification, reduce
vertical mixing, and slow the thermohaline circulation, leading to slower removal of
excess carbon from the surface ocean. Increased stratification reduces the delivery of
nutrients and inorganic carbon to the euphotic zone in most regions, and lowers
biological productivity. The resultant pCO2 in the mixed layer decreases if the reduction
in carbon supply exceeds the reduction in biological consumption and export. The
accumulation of CO2 in the ocean decreases pH and shifts carbonate chemistry to higher
dissolved CO2 gas fractions. Finally, for the same fossil fuel emission, atmospheric CO2
levels and air-sea pCO2 difference increase if the land carbon sink decreases.
In A2_ROL, sea surface temperature at year 2100 is higher by 1.2K; North Atlantic
overturning is slower by 17%; and the export carbon flux is smaller by 5% compared to
A2_OL. Their combined effects on ocean carbon uptake is shown in Figure 2a, the
difference in the column inventory of total inorganic carbon near the end of the 21st
century between experiment A2_ROL and A2_OL at atmospheric CO2 concentration of
765 ppmv (2094-2098AD in A2_ROL and 2096-2100AD in A2_OL). Globally the
cumulative inventory in excess carbon in Figure 2a is lower by ~20 PgC in A2_ROL
relative to A2_OL. Circulation effects are most evident in the lower carbon inventory in
the subpolar/polar North Atlantic but reductions occur also in the tropical north IndoPacific, and Southern Ocean and Antarctic coast, where excess CO2 enters the oceans,
and in the western Atlantic along the path of North Atlantic Deep Water. In the
temperate Northern Hemisphere, declines in the upward transport of carbon and nutrients
to the surface layer lead to reduced biological production and surface phosphate (not
shown); the net biological effect is to lower surface pCO2 and increase ocean uptake, thus
partially compensating for the slower physical circulation. Integrated production in the
Southern Ocean remains about the same, though it tends to shift poleward due to a
change in ocean upwelling patterns.
Land Carbon Sink The cumulative land sinks in the transient experiments result from
the differing sensitivities of net primary productivity (NPP) and respiration to changes in
CO2, light, temperature and moisture regimes, and their competitive effects on carbon
inventory in vegetation and soils. In general, warming and moistening would accelerate
NPP and vegetation biomass, and shorten the turnover time of soils.
For both A1B and A2 emission scenarios, the CO2 fertilization sink on land is only
slightly lower, by ~20 PgC, in the experiments with carbon-climate coupling than in
those without (Table 2). For experiments without CO2 fertilization (A2_RO and A2_O),
the land acts as a small net source to the atmosphere with carbon-climate coupling. This
result is very different from those of other similar models (1-3, 21, 22), in which climate
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feedbacks lead to massive destabilization of the land sink. Here we focus on the
experiments with the higher emission scenario (A2) and hence greater potential for
carbon-climate feedback. Experiment A2_OL shows a cumulative net flux (or biomass
increase) of 445 PgC into the biosphere in the 21st century, as there is CO2 fertilization.
The effect of carbon-climate coupling on the land sink is shown as δBiomass (sum of
vegetation and soil carbon pools) at an atmospheric CO2 concentration of 765 ppmv
(Figure 2b). Compared with A2_OL, A2_ROL has less uptake in the tropics and greater
uptake in high latitudes, so that globally there is little change between the two
experiments.
Soil moisture is the difference between precipitation and temperature-dependent
evapotranspiration. With warm climates, the demand for moisture exceeds the supply
even though there may be an increase in rainfall, so that there is a tendency in the model
for warming to lead to drier regimes in warm regions (tropics, summer) and to wetter
regimes in cold regions (Figure 3a). The consequence of these differing hydrologic
regimes is seen in Figure 3b, the regression of annual mean δNPP against annual mean
δTair. At low latitudes, the regression coefficient is negative; i.e., NPP is lower in the
warmer world because of soil dessication. At middle to high latitudes, NPP is higher in
A2_ROL compared to A2_OL because of more favorable climate. The effects of
decreased NPP in the tropics lead to smaller vegetation and soil carbon pools, which,
when combined with the faster decomposition rate, yield lower carbon storage. Thus
there is local competition between temperature and moisture in determining the carbon
source/sink strength, with significant regional cancellation in net carbon storage between
the tropics and high latitudes.
Discussion and Summary
Experiments with the carbon-climate model NCAR CSM1 show that the land and oceans
decrease their capacity to act as repositories of fossil fuel CO2 as fossil fuel CO2
emissions accelerate and greenhouse warming progresses. In terms of global budgets, the
model yields minimal difference between experiments with and without carbon-climate
coupling, compared with δCO2 of 280 and 80 ppmv for the Hadley Centre model (1) and
IPSL model (2), respectively, because of the weaker carbon-climate coupling in the
NCAR CSM1. To begin with, the transient climate response (TCR) is 1.4K for NCAR
CSM1 (13), at the low end of the range 1.1-3.1K for climate models (18). The magnitude
of the ocean carbon sink to carbon-climate feedbacks depends on the representation of
ocean circulation in the physical climate model (23, 24) and its response to changing
climate, as well as on the sensitivity of marine ecosystem processes to the changing
ocean climate (25, 26). The NCAR CSM1 has a stronger fossil fuel CO2 uptake (and a
lower airborne CO2 fraction) with the control climate than, for example, the Hadley
model, and this sets the stage for weaker coupling between the carbon-climate systems.
The magnitude of the land carbon sink and its response to carbon-climate feedbacks
depend on the turnover times of the carbon pools, the sensitivity of terrestrial processes to
climate change, as well as on the transient climate and hydrologic response of the
physical climate model. The turnover time of vegetation and soil carbon, or the lag
between photosynthesis and respiration, determines to the lowest order, the magnitude of
the carbon sink itself. TRIFFID, the dynamic vegetation model in (1), whose single soil
carbon pool has a turnover time of 25 years, thus has potentially a greater carbon storage
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capacity than CASA’, which has 9 soil carbon pools and a turnover time of <5 years for
~60% of the soil carbon. The shorter turnover time is consistent with flux-weighted
times derived from 14C measurements (27). Intercomparison of six ecosystem models
shows that TRIFFID also has the steepest photosynthesis and respiration increase in
response to specified 19th to 21st century climate change and CO2 increase (28).
Multiplying this high ecosystem sensitivity is the high TCR (3.5K) of the climate model
HadCM3, so that the coupled carbon-climate model yields, by 2050, tropical
temperatures above the optimal temperature for photosynthesis. The excess heating
drives the dieback of the rainforest, accelerates soil carbon loss, and transforms the land
from a sink to a source of carbon for the atmosphere (29). In the IPSL model, with an
intermediate TCR of ~2K, the reduction in photosynthesis due to warming and drying in
the tropics exceeds the increase in photosynthesis due to lengthening of the growing
season at high latitudes, so that there is a net reduction in the strength of the global land
sink (30). In the NCAR CSM1, the climate and ecosystem changes are qualitatively
similar to that in the IPSL model. However, with the low TCR of 1.4K, the decrease in
carbon sink at low latitudes nearly cancels the increase at high latitude, with little change
in the global net land sink in the NCAR CSM1. The temperature increases are below the
threshold values for vegetation dieback.
While there are observations of precipitation trends, there is a paucity of observations
of soil moisture, especially in the tropics, to permit quantification of the competitive
and/or synergistic effects of temperature and hydrologic changes on photosynthesis and
respiration. Satellite and site data also show that interannual and interdecadal variations
in biological productivity are sensitive to variations in the hydrologic regime as well as to
variations in temperature (31-36). And so the increasing destabilization of the terrestrial
carbon sink with warming and drying as modeled by coupled carbon-climate models such
as presented here is qualitatively plausible, even though the timing is uncertain. The
timing would also depend, inter alia, on other climate forcing and processes not included
here, e.g. dynamic vegetation, high-latitude peatlands, and ocean acidification.
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Figure 1: Evolution of fland and focn, the cumulative land and ocean sinks expressed as
fractions of the cumulative emission, plotted against atmospheric CO2 (in ppmv) for
experiments (a) A1B_ROL and A1B_OL, (b) A2_ROL and A2_OL; and (c) A2_RO and
A2_O.

Figure 2. (a) Difference in column inventory of dissolved inorganic carbon between
experiments A2_ROL and A2_OL due to effects of changing ocean circulation and ocean
biogeochemistry. The inventories are averaged over times when the atmospheric CO2
mixing ratio is 765 ppmv, i.e. 2094-2098AD in A2_ROL and 2096-2100 in A2_OL. (b)
Like (a), but for terrestrial carbon inventory. Unit is gC/m2.

Figure 3. (a) Correlation between annual mean δTair and δβtran for the 21st century. βtran
is an index (between 0 and 1) of soil moisture saturation. (b) Regression (in kg C/m2/K)
of annual mean δNPP against annual mean δTair. δ is defined as the difference between
experiments A2_ROL and A2_OL for the 21st century.
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Table 1. Summary of experiments with the NCAR carbon-CSM1. Experiments are
designated with the prefix “Ctl” for the control, “H” for the historical fossil fuel
emissions for the 19th and 20th centuries, and “A1B” or “A2” for the SRES fossil fuel
emission scenarios for the 21st century. The suffix R denote that radiative CO2 in the
atmosphere is given by the column average of the atmospheric CO2 resulting from the
interactive carbon cycle; and the suffices L, O denote that the land and ocean carbon
cycles are forced by the evolving CO2 in the lowest 60mb of the atmosphere.
Experiment

Fossil Fuel
Emission

Radiative
CO2

CO2 for
CO2 for Land
Air-sea
Photosynthesis
Exchange

Carbonclimate
Coupling

Ctl_ROL

None

Prognostic

Prognostic

Prognostic

Yes

H_ROL

Historical

Prognostic

Prognostic

Prognostic

Yes

H_OL

Historical

283 ppmv

Prognostic

Prognostic

-

H_RO

Historical

Prognostic

280 ppmv

Prognostic

Yes

H_O

Historical

283 ppmv

280 ppmv

Prognostic

-

A1B_ROL

SRES A1B

Prognostic

Prognostic

Prognostic

Yes

A1B_OL

SRES A1B

283 ppmv

Prognostic

Prognostic

-

A2_ROL

SRES A2

Prognostic

Prognostic

Prognostic

Yes

A2_OL

SRES A2

283 ppmv

Prognostic

Prognostic

-

A2_RO

SRES A2

Prognostic

280 ppmv

Prognostic

Yes

A2_O

SRES A2

283 ppmv

280 ppmv

Prognostic

-
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Table 2: Cumulative carbon budgets for the 19th to 21th centuries. Cumulative fossil fuel
emission is 276 PgC for the 19th and 20th centuries. Cumulative fossil fuel emission for
the 21st century is 1380 PgC and 1732 PgC for SRES A1B and SRES A2, respectively.
∆T (column 2) is the difference in global 5-year mean surface air temperature between
the end of the period and the beginning of the period.

Experiment

∆T
(K)

Atmospheric
CO2 at end of
period
(ppmv)

Airborne
fraction
(%)

Land
fraction
(%)

Ocean
fraction
(%)

1820 – 2000 AD
H_ROL

0.35

345

49

29

22

H_OL

(0.18)*

343

47

31

22

H_RO

0.48

373

70

-3

33

H_O

(0.06)*

372

69

-2

33

2001– 2100 AD
A1B_ROL

1.21

661

48

28

24

A1B_OL

-0.12

647

47

29

24

A2_ROL

1.42

792

54

25

21

A2_OL

0.12

773

52

26

22

A2_RO

1.79

997

76

-2

26

A2_O

-0.13

970

73

0

27

* not statistically significant. 1σ=0.1K from Ctl_ROL.
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Supporting Information

The resolution of the atmosphere model is T31 (~3.6o) in the horizontal with 10 levels in
the troposphere and 8 levels in the stratosphere. The land module has the same horizontal
resolution as the atmosphere. The ocean and sea-ice modules have a horizontal
resolution of 3.6o in longitude and 0.8-1.8o in latitude (T31x3). There are 25 vertical
levels extending through the full depth of the ocean. The water cycle is closed through a
river runoff scheme, and modifications have been made to the ocean horizontal and
vertical diffusivities and viscosities from the original version (CSM 1.0) to improve the
equatorial ocean circulation and interannual variability. The 3-D atmospheric CO2
distribution is advected and mixed as a dry-air mixing ratio using a semi-Lagrangian
scheme, and the model CO2 field affects the shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes
through the column average CO2 concentration.
Globally, there are 14 plant functional types (PFT), with fractional coverage of up to 4
PFT’s within each model gridbox. Gross primary productivity (GPP) is the canopy
integral of carbon assimilation, calculated as the optimal carbon assimilation to minimize
transpiration loss of water for ambient light, temperature, moisture and Vmax conditions.
CASA’ assumes 50% of the GPP is lost to autotrophic respiration, and tracks the carbon
flow through 3 vegetation carbon pools and 9 soil carbon pools, with the flow rates
modulated by climate.
To facilitate analysis of the model, we have separated atmospheric CO2 into three
“species”: tracer CO2 (Ctracer), which is radiatively inert, and is the three-dimensional
signature of the variations in the sources and sinks; biogeochemical CO2 (CBGC), which is
Ctracer averaged over the lowest two layers of the atmospheric model (~60 mb) and which
is the CO2 forcing for terrestrial photosynthesis and for air-sea CO2 exchange; and
radiative CO2 (Crad), which is the value of CO2 used in the atmospheric radiation
computations. With carbon-climate coupling, Crad is the column average of Ctracer.
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